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The Pirate Pope 
  The coward, the drunkard… the man of 

blood, the illustrious robber, the schismatic, 
the heretic, the precursor of Antichrist.

The Council of Pisa on Gregory XII, 1409

tHE WESTERN SCHISM WHICH HAD 
divided the Church since 1378 had still not 
been resolved when a group of renegade 
cardinals met in Pisa in 1409 and attempted 
to depose both the Roman pope, Gregory 
XII, and the Avignon pope, Benedict XIII. 
   Neither pope agreed to abdicate, however, 
and, to make matters worse, the council 
elected a third pope, Alexander V. So once 
again, an ‘Unholy Trinity’ ruled the Church, 
as had briefly existed three centuries earlier. 
   Known more colorfully as the ‘Vatican 
Standoff’, the Western Schism would finally 
come to an end with Gregory’s resignation 
in 1415 and, two years later, the deposing of 
Benedict XIII and the election of Martin V.

Tomb of  Antipope John XXIII, Donatello-Michelozzo,1420s.

The intervening five years, however, were 
notable for the reign of one of the most 
notorious and corrupt antipopes in history.   
   Now himself considered an antipope, 
Alexander V died suddenly in 1410 while in 
the company of one Baldassare Cossa. 
Although he is now believed to have died 
of natural causes, suspicion that Alexander 
was poisoned by Cossa was well-founded: 
Cossa was the ruthless head of the papal 
troops, and had no qualms about employing 
bands of robbers to murder his rivals.
   The cardinals who convened in Bologna 
in 1410 were bribed in the usual manner, but 
to ensure his election, Cossa—who had been 
consecrated as a priest only the day before
—surrounded the conclave with his armed 
troops, while himself showing up brandish- 
ing a sword, attired in a full coat of armor. 
Three vetoes later, he was Pope John XXIII.



   John boasted an unusually well-traveled 
resume for a papabile. Born in Naples, he 
had passed much of his youth on the high 
seas, presumably engaged in the family 
business of piracy. (Both of his two brothers 
were later tried and hung for the crime.)
   One of his more thorough critics called 
John a “mass-murderer, mass-fornicator 
with a partiality for nuns, adulterer on a 
scale unknown outside fables, simoniac par 
excellence, blackmailer, pimp, and master 
of dirty tricks”—none of which, apparently, 
disqualified him for the throne of St. Peter.       
   Once in possession of the papacy, John  
marched on Rome, beheaded a few enemies 
suspected of supporting Pope Gregory, and 
proceeded to shore up his support among 
the bishops and powerbrokers of the city.
   After repeatedly failing to oust Gregory, 
John was persuaded by King Sigismund of 
Germany to convene yet another meeting to 
resolve the schism. The resulting Council of 
Constance in 1413 would prove to be one of 
the most historic events in Church history.
Held in the German town of Constance, the 
council lasted for four years, entertained by 
hundreds of acrobats, jugglers and jesters, 
not to mention an estimated 1,500 prostitutes. 
   Shortly after arriving in Constance, John 
began to sniff out a plot to depose him, and 
he hastily fled town disguised as a postman. 
Probably hoping that his absence would 
cause the council to adjourn in disarray, it 
instead provoked the angry attendees to 
have him tracked down and put on trial.    
   The original 70 charges were charitably 
reduced to just five: piracy, rape, sodomy, 
murder, and incest. John initially offered to 
return his tiara if he was allowed to keep a 
stash of gold and remain a cardinal, but when 
demands grew that he not only be deposed 
but burnt at the stake, he prudently resigned. 

   John was freed from German dungeon in 
1418 after his longtime patrons the Medicis 
put up a heavy ransom for his release.
(The Medicis had been enriched enormously 
after John granted the family control of the 
papal treasury in return for their generous 
financial support for his candidacy in 1410.)
Returning to Italy, John was reinstated as a 
cardinal and died there a few months later.
   Ironically, one of those who was invited to 
testify against John XXIII at the Council of 
Constance was the Czech theologian and 
philosopher Jan Hus. Some historians claim 
that this was, in fact, at the behest of John, 
in another attempt to divert the Council’s 
attention from himself. In any case, when 
Hus arrived, he was immediately arrested 
and put on trial for his reformist teachings. 
   Upon being given the opportunity to recant 
his ‘heretical’ views, Hus replied, “I would 
not for a chapel of gold retreat from the 
truth!” Predictably, the following year he 
was burned at the stake outside the Council.     
  Although today considered to be an anti-
pope, even the council that deposed him 
recognized John as legitimate. (More than 
five centuries would pass before another 
pope would dare to adopt his disgraced name, 
but when a second John XXIII was elected 
in 1958, many churches raced to remove the 
earlier John XXIII from their rosters.)
   John’s offences didn’t prevent him from 
being honored with an impressive tomb in 
Florence, commissioned and paid for by the 
Medicis. (The location of the tomb, in the 
Baptistry of St. John, may have been 
granted in exchange for Cossa’s donation of 
a relic he had acquired, purported to be the 
right index finger of John the Baptist.)  
   Appropriately, John’s tomb lies directly 
below a fresco of the devil handing out 
punishments to sinners on Judgement Day..◾


